CHILDREN DO NOT JUST ATTEND FIVER.

THEY BECOME FIVERS.
DEAR FRIENDS:

We have spent the last two decades carefully cultivating the language, norms and practices that make up the Fiver culture and its programs. This culture of acceptance and affirmation is embedded in each interaction we have with our youth. It informs our programs, guides our staff, and defines the way we operate as an organization. The Fiver culture enables us to foster a sense of belonging and inspires the long-term involvement demonstrated by graduates like Dulce and Chris.

Dulce grew up in Jackson Heights, Queens with her parents, immigrants from Mexico, and two younger sisters, both Fivers. Dulce recently shared, “I just graduated as a first-generation, Hispanic woman with my bachelor of fine arts in graphic design! Fiver has believed in me since I was little, and has supported my family and me in the most unimaginable ways. We are eternally grateful.”

Chris, an alumnus from central New York, attended Fiver until his family moved to Alabama when Chris was a senior in high school. He recalled how his father struggled with addiction and said, “Fiver was my happy place. As awkward as I was, people accepted me. I met people from all over the world. I learned to get along with everyone here. That’s what gave me the courage to join the army and to change my situation.” Chris has served in the army for six years and is enrolled in college. He will deploy to Afghanistan later this year.

To provide the most effective and meaningful experience for our youth and graduates, we implement industry-leading best practices related to management, transparency and metrics. In 2018, Fiver achieved the following:

- Finalist for the prestigious Nonprofit Excellence Awards sponsored by the New York Community Trust and the Nonprofit Coordinating Committee of NY
- HI Impact Award winner for outstanding social and emotional learning outcomes
- 4-Star Rating on Charity Navigator and Platinum Rating on Guidestar

We hope you enjoy reading the highlights from 2018 in this annual report. As we approach our 20th anniversary, we are grateful to all of the supporters who have invested in our youth. You can help us spread the Fiver culture and its impact to more youth by contributing today.

Fiverly,

Thomas H. Tucker
Founder and Chairman

Christie Ko
Executive Director
OUR FIVERS:

- 48% LATINO/HISPANIC
- 29% AFRICAN AMERICAN
- 15% WHITE
- 5% MULTI-RACIAL
- 3% ASIAN

FIVER FAMILIES LIVE IN THE FOLLOWING NEW YORK CITY NEIGHBORHOODS:
- MOTT HAVEN
- EAST HARLEM
- HARLEM
- JACKSON HEIGHTS
- JAMAICA
- ELMHURST
- CROWN HEIGHTS
- BUSHWICK
- SUNSET PARK
- BROWNSVILLE
- EAST NEW YORK
- EAST FLATBUSH

FIVER FAMILIES FROM UPSTATE ARE GENERALLY FROM:
- CHENANGO COUNTY
- MADISON COUNTY

100% > HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE CLASS OF 2018
95% > COLLEGE ENROLLMENT RATE CLASS OF 2018

505 YOUTH SERVED IN 2018 AGES 8–18
100 ALUMNI SERVED IN 2018 AGES 18+
TOTAL YOUTH SERVED SINCE 2000
1,492
AT A GLANCE:

• **ALUMNI:** Fiver’s Alumni Board hosted the Alumni Induction Ceremony for the Class of 2017 at our midtown Manhattan location in January. The Alumni Induction Ceremony gives our graduates the opportunity to share this milestone with their friends and family members in NYC. In December Gilda Gomez joined the team as the Alumni Program Supervisor.

• **BENEFIT:** Fiver’s 15th Annual Benefit, held at Gotham Hall, raised over $625,000 for our mission. Our 2018 recipients of the Richard Adams Leadership Award were Michelle Blieberg, Tara and Chris Coleman, and Eric Price, and our recipients of the Hazel-Rah Award were Jasmine Fernandez and Allessandra Mitchell.

• **LADIES LUNCHEON:** At the 5th Annual Fiver Ladies Luncheon, a panel of Fiver Alumnae and Moms explored how women can bring leadership opportunities into their communities and professional avenues.

• **ADVOCATES COMMITTEE:** The Advocates Committee hosted their annual 3-on-3 co-ed Basketball Tournament at Basketball City. The afternoon brought together current Fiver participants and families, Fiver alumni, and Advocate Committee members for a fun day of basketball and healthy competition. The event raised nearly $15,000, a new record, to support Fiver’s year-round programs and activities.

• **YOUNG PROFESSIONALS COMMITTEE:** The Young Professionals Committee hosted two networking cocktail hours that raised $4,000 for Fiver’s mission. The evenings brought together a diverse group of young professionals to network, make new connections, and learn about Fiver’s mission and services.
THE FIVER MODEL

• Program participants, known as Fivers, are referred at age 8 and develop along three pathways. Over the course of ten years, these pathways lead to three long-term outcomes that culminate in one ultimate outcome.

1. Fivers make healthy life choices.

2. Fivers have relevant, market-driven, 21st century skills to succeed in their education & careers.

3. Fivers demonstrate service & leadership.

• Staff members build relationships with children during a two-or-four-week experience at Camp Fiver, an award-winning, residential summer learning program, located in the peaceful hamlet of Poolville, NY. The intensive camp experience provides a fast-track to bonding with staff members who become long-term mentors.

• We follow camp up with intentional out-of-school time programs including one-on-one mentoring meetings, social emotional learning programs, educational workshops and career readiness training. Programs are geared towards key leverage points in children’s lives: the entrance into middle school, high school, college, and careers.

• Fiver focuses on twelve character attributes: compassionate, trustworthy, self-confident, responsible, creative, respectful, courageous, learner, peacemaker, team player, community-builder, environmentalist.

• Fiver’s vision is to create a place where young people learn the skills necessary to make healthy and positive life choices.
HEALTHY LIFE CHOICES PATHWAY

> OF 3RD GRADERS TRIED A NEW ACTIVITY THAT THEY HAD NEVER EXPERIENCED BEFORE.

> OF 8TH GRADERS REPORTED FIVER TAUGHT THEM THE SKILLS TO RESIST NEGATIVE PEER PRESSURE.

> OF 12TH GRADERS REPORTED FIVER TAUGHT THEM HOW TO APPLY HEALTHY CONFLICT RESOLUTIONS SKILLS.

FIVER IS MAGIC. IT’S A PLACE WHERE KIDS AND ADULTS BECOME THE BEST VERSION OF THEMSELVES.”
SERVICE & LEADERSHIP PATHWAY

> Of 3rd graders reported Fiver helped them understand it’s okay to be different.

80%

95%

> Of 8th graders reported Fiver taught them how to show respect for those different than them.

> Of 12th graders reported Fiver taught them how to compassionately confront prejudice.

100%

“Fiver has taught me that you have to work together to make your community a better place.”
EDUCATION & CAREERS PATHWAY

OF 3RD GRADERS REPORTED THAT FIVER TAUGHT THEM HOW TO FEEL CONFIDENT INTRODUCING THEMSELVES.

OF 8TH GRADERS REPORTED THAT FIVER HELPED THEM STEP OUTSIDE THEIR COMFORT ZONE.

OF 12TH GRADERS REPORTED FIVER HELPED THEM UNDERSTAND THEIR OPTIONS AND DEVELOP A POST-HIGH SCHOOL PLAN.

“FIVER TAUGHT ME HOW TO BE A VALUABLE TEAM PLAYER AND THE IMPACT OF ENCOURAGING PEERS THROUGH DIFFICULT MOMENTS. NOW, AS A SOCIAL WORKER, I’M ABLE TO HELP FAMILIES BUILD STRONGER BONDS WITH ONE ANOTHER.”
THE FIVER FAMILY

FIVER STAFF

Melissa Benjamin  
Director of Development

Christopher Cresswell  
Program and Development Associate

Mary Lee Dinski  
Deputy Executive Director  
Camp Director

Joe Flatley  
Facilities and Grounds Director

Gilda Gomez  
Alumni Program Supervisor

Natasha Isokangas  
9th & 10th Grade Program Supervisor

Keith Johnson  
11th & 12th Grade Program Supervisor

Kara King  
Development Manager

Christie Ko  
Executive Director

Mabel Munoz  
5th & 6th Grade Program Associate

Elizabeth Ramirez  
Program Manager

Jessica Rivera  
Development and Volunteer Associate

Genesis Rodriguez  
7th & 8th Grade Program Associate

Rosanny Rodriguez  
Familia Adelante Collaborative Coordinator

Ileana Vazquez  
Operations & Accounting
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Thomas H. Tucker
Retired, Lehman Brothers

VICE CHAIRMAN
James B. Roper
Pi Capital International LLC

SECRETARY
Mary Kay Dunning
New York State Attorney General Office

TREASURER
Eric Weng
Macquarie Capital

DIRECTORS
Michèle Lallemand Brazil
Steven J. Carlson
Pi Capital International LLC
John C. Cokinos
Royal Bank of Canada
Jesse Comart
Two Sigma
Caroline F. Craig
Kan Devnani
Comtex News Network
Paolo Frattaroli
Neuberger Berman, the Rachlin Group
Debra Gaisford
New York Presbyterian Hospital
Richard Golaszewski
Nomura Securities International
Bonní Hendrix
Societe Generale
M. Justin Lubeley
Large International Bank
Andrew L. Mendelson
CUNY Graduate School of Journalism
Jessica Rawlins
Harlem Children’s Zone
Darren Schluter
PJT Partners
Karen Toll
BlackRock

EMERITUS MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
Michael H. Barnett
Lieber & Associates, LLP
William T. Boyd, Jr.
Retired, Lehman Brothers
Robert D. Cagnina
Retired, Lehman Brothers
William P. Griffith
Retired, Fiver Children’s Foundation

Ira D. Haspel
Architect, Camp Fiver
Max B. Haspel
Blue Water Advisors
Marc A. Hellman
Retired, Lehman Brothers
John C. Ollquist
Exchange Place Advisors, LLC
Heather F. Tucker
Community Volunteer
Ovita Williams
Columbia University School of Social Work
Paul D. Williams
MaxMD
Richard Adams

CENTRAL NEW YORK STEERING COMMITTEE
Darcie Loveless
Denise Dinski
Len Gray
Tim Trueworthy
Maggie Fitzpatrick
Susan Beattie
Mary Thomas
Bruce Moseley
Jennifer Latreille
Michael Latreille
Frank White

ADVOCATES COMMITTEE
Anthony Antonelli
Brianna Burtman
Jon Filardo
Lindsay Fleming
Lauren Holland
Dan Kaminski
Eileen Kavanagh
Matthew Lambert
Kurt Lundberg
Jessica M. Macintosh
Philip Marmon-Halm
Thomas McGarrity
Katie Mullen
Christopher Osborne
Brad Pensyl
Joseph Sciarrino

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS COMMITTEE
CO-CHAIR
Chris Henrichs

CO-CHAIR
Matt Kesselhaut

FUNDRAISING CHAIR
Katie Sullivan

EVENTS CHAIR
Ellen Piechowski

Rachel Becker
Hannah Bender
Carolyn Dottino
Sydney Friedman
Andrew Fusselbaugh
Austin Gast
Jose Gimenez
Amanda Glick Suchoff
HK Hallett
Grace Hansen
JR Jackson
Cooper Jones
Meghan Keating
Michelle Kim
Jay Krish
Jane Ledesma
Anthony Leo
Christina Marsh
Taylor Mason
Jagrit Rai
Jeffrey Rand
Leah Robinson
Josh Rosenberg
Chelsea Stevenson
Chip Stine
Gregory Watch
Divya Yalamanchili

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Tony Brown
Nancy Hament
Jeanne Kane
David Keefe, Jr.
Mary T. Kellner
Stuart MacLelland
Merill Miller
Sean Moran
Douglas Rachlin
David Turk

ALUMNI BOARD
CHAIRWOMAN
Nathaly Arias
SECRETARY
Karina Delgado
COMMUNICATIONS CHAIR
Arianna Bollers
PROGRAMMING CHAIR
Jose Manuel Bravo
Mykel Macedon
Imani Jones
Emily Espinoza
# Financial Statement

## Unrestricted Public Support & Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUNDRAISING</strong></td>
<td>848,074</td>
<td>872,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTRIBUTIONS</strong></td>
<td>1,306,776</td>
<td>1,594,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTEREST INCOME</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNREALIZED GAIN ON INVESTMENTS</strong></td>
<td>(533)</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTHER INCOME</strong></td>
<td>29,130</td>
<td>28,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RELEASED FROM RESTRICTIONS</strong></td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>86,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT &amp; REVENUE</strong></td>
<td>$2,228,474</td>
<td>$2,581,899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Expenses*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROGRAM SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>1,782,897</td>
<td>1,588,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANAGEMENT &amp; GENERAL</strong></td>
<td>104,017</td>
<td>100,898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUNDRAISING</strong></td>
<td>396,089</td>
<td>427,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td>$2,283,003</td>
<td>$2,116,809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Temporarily Restricted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS</strong></td>
<td>28,864</td>
<td>67,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RELEASED FROM RESTRICTIONS</strong></td>
<td>(45,000)</td>
<td>(86,730)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED</strong></td>
<td>(16,136)</td>
<td>(19,230)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHANGE IN NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>(70,665)</td>
<td>445,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR</strong></td>
<td>2,935,227</td>
<td>2,489,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR</strong></td>
<td>$2,864,562</td>
<td>$2,935,227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: $128,137 (2019) and $128,648 (2018) represents depreciation expense related to the camp property.*
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS!

CENTURY CLUB
CUMULATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS $100,000 +

Allianz Foundation for North America  
Michael H. and Amy Barnett  
The Bill and Ann Bresnan Foundation  
Sarah Boles  
James S. Boshart  
William and Cheri Boyd  
BTIG, LLC  
Robert and Ellie Cagnina  
Daniel and Maureen Cahill  
The Carl Marks Foundation, Inc  
CIBC World Markets  
The Countess Moira Charitable Foundation  
The Edith Glick Shoolman Children’s Foundation  
Paul and Liz Edwards  
The Fred Gabler Helping Hand Camp Fund, Inc.  
Hands On Tzedakah, Inc  
Marc and Chris Hellman  
Thomas and Cynthia Humphrey  
Kim and Ted Johnson  
Elliott and Kathy Jones  
Robert and Amy Kauffman  
The Kellner Family  
Bruce and Bernadine Lakefield  
Stephen and Sandra Lessing  
The Lynn and Foster Friess Family Foundation  
The Mai Family Foundation  
Mark Wahlberg Youth Foundation, Inc.  
Mercy Center  
Andrew Morton  
The Naomi and Martin Warren Family Foundation  
Neuberger Berman Foundation  
John and Rhonda Ollquist  
Pascale Sykes Foundation  
Mary Anne Pettit  
Pinkerton Foundation  
Quasar Expeditions  
Douglas and Harriet Rachlin  
Mary Anne Rasmussen  
RBC Foundation USA  
The Robert Bowne Foundation  
James and Geri Roper  
The RTS Family Foundation  
The Schiffer Family  
SCOPE (Summer Camp Opportunities Promote Education)  
Robert S. and Donna Shafir  
Pamela and Mel Shaftel  
Kimberly Sullivan  
Taproot Foundation  
Thomas and Heather Tucker  
USDA—Food Service Program  
John and Catherine White  
Marie and Grant Whiteside  
Paul and Mary Lou Williams  
Joseph Zimmel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Foundations and Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $50,000 +  | The Countess Moira Charitable Foundation  
|            | Kelben Foundation  
|            | The Kellner Family  
|            | Macquarie Group Foundation  
|            | Mercy Center  
|            | Pascale Sykes Foundation  
|            | Pinkerton Foundation  
|            | The RTS Family Foundation  
|            | USDA—Food Service Program  |
| $25,000–49,999 | The Carl Marks Foundation, Inc  
|            | The Edith Glick Shoolman Children’s Foundation  
|            | Elliott and Kathy Jones  
|            | The Mai Family Foundation  
|            | Mark Wahlberg Youth Foundation, Inc.  
|            | The Naomi and Martin Warren Family Foundation  
|            | Neuberger Berman Foundation  
|            | John and Rhonda Ollquist  
|            | Douglas and Harriet Rachlin  
|            | RBC Foundation USA  
|            | SCOPE (Summer Camp Opportunities Promote Education)  |
| $10,000–24,999 | Allianz Foundation for North America  
|            | BlackRock Charitable Fund  
|            | Robert and Ellie Cagnina  
|            | Daniel and Maureen Cahill  
|            | Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP  
|            | Michael Caperonis  
|            | Chenango United Way  
|            | CIBC World Markets  
|            | John and Lisa Cokinos  
|            | Tara and Chris Coleman  
|            | Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP  
|            | Epoch Investment Partners, Inc.  
|            | The Fred Gabler Helping Hand Camp Fund, Inc  
|            | Hands On Tzedakah, Inc  
|            | The Hyde and Watson Foundation  
|            | The Joe Namath Charitable Foundation  
|            | KPMG  
|            | Bruce and Bernadine Lakefield  
|            | Latham & Watkins LLP  
|            | Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City  
|            | Mercer Family Foundation  
|            | The Mid-York Foundation, Inc  
|            | Mizuho Securities USA LLC  
|            | James Panichella  
|            | Paul Hastings LLP  
|            | Saunders & Associates  
|            | The Schiffer Family  
|            | Pamela and Mel Shaftel  
|            | Stephen and May Cavin  
|            | Leeman Foundation  
|            | Christopher and Stephanie Taendler  
|            | Time Warner  
|            | Thomas and Heather Tucker  
|            | Viacom  
|            | Virginia Wellington Cabot Foundation  
|            | Warner Media  
|            | Eric and Kyuri Weng  
|            | Jen-Tsoh Weng and Lok-Kee Weng  
|            | White & Case LLP  
|            | Paul and MaryLou Williams  
|            | Williams Capital Group  |
| $5,000–9,999 | Alice and Jaclyn Houseknecht Foundation  
|            | Anna L. Mabey Foundation  
|            | Michael H. Barnett  
|            | Michelle and Jon Blieberg  
|            | Bloomberg L.P.  
|            | Mr. Edmond Boran  
|            | William and Cheri Boyd  
|            | Michele and Joseph Brazil  
|            | James Chenard  
|            | Adam and Yasmin Clark  
|            | The Clifford Family Foundation Charitable Trust  
|            | Colgate-Palmolive Company  
|            | Jesse and Marissa Comart  
|            | Anne Dunning  
|            | Molly Gochman  
|            | Max and Gaby Haspel  
|            | Marc and Chris Hellman  
|            | Bonni Hendrix  
|            | Thomas and Cynthia Humphrey  
|            | Gaye and John Iorio  
|            | The John Ben Snow Foundation  
|            | James Kemp  
|            | The Lessing Foundation of the Ayco Charitable Foundation  
|            | Jamie and Chiara Mai  
|            | Ravi and Manuja Mattu  
|            | MaxMD  
|            | Paul and Pamela Meech  
|            | National Grid Foundation  
|            | MaryAnne Rasmussen  
|            | Mr. and Mrs. Keith Romeo  
|            | Steve Rosenberg and Erica Smitheman  
|            | Robert S. and Donna Shafir  
|            | Alex and Michael Shuman  
|            | South Street Securities  
|            | James and Jane Stern  
|            | Karen Toll  
|            | Alan and Donna Tyson  
|            | UltraCamp, LLC  
|            | Donald Webbe  
|            | John and Catherine White  |
$1,000–$4,999

Keats and Aimee Aiken
Doug and Lisa Albregts
David Alessio
Barbara Amone
Anonymous
Jonathan Armstrong
Shawn Beber
Warren and Susan Blanchard
The Bloomfield/Graettinger Foundation
Jenny Bolger
Rita Bonicelli
Oliver Brahms
Breznay Family Charitable Fund
Alan and Marion Brown
Shannon Brown
Ruby R. Chandy
Kathy Chazen and Larry Miller
Soon Chun
Ms. Mariann Coleman
Gregory Coleman
Matt and Kristina Coleman
Partrick and Danielle Coleman
Colgate University
John and Barbara Cook
Bob and Terry Corbin
Dan and Stacie Allen Charitable Fund
Murray Decock and Sally Campbell
Faith Demko
Joel Denny
Kan and Neeta Devnani
Edward and Denise Dinski
Rick Donovan
Daniel and Diana Driscoll
Mary Kay Dunning
Alex Ehrlich
Adina Eigen
Jay Eisenhofer
Equire Bank
Kevin and Kathleen Fee
Daniel and Helen FitzPatrick
Michael and Barbara Fonda
Fordham University
Jeffrey and Amy Fortgang
Lauren Franco
Paolo and Maria Frattaroli
William and Mary Frazier
Andrew Fussetbaugh
Future Leaders in Action
Mindy Gabler
Debra and Rayne Gaisford
William and Dorothy Gay
Laurence H. “Larry” Geller
Robert E. Genirs
Andrew Gerlach
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
Gilman Hill Asset Management LLC
Richard Golaszewski and Shannon Westfall
John and Suzanne Golden
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
The Greenbaum Family Foundation
William and Carol Griffith
Daniel Gudry
Nancy J. Hament and Rick Scarola
Claudine and Brendan Hanley
Thomas Hansen
Ira Haspel
Lea and Phil Hinderling
Lauren Holland
Vincent Horcasitas
Miles Huq
Douglas and Mary Ireland
Kim and Ted Johnson
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Kenneth Kates
Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc.
Michael and Kristen Kaufman
David and Jonna Keefe
Fran M. Keegan
Richard and Suzanne Kleinknecht
Michael and Reinhild Knorr
William and Christie Ko
David Koschik
Anupam Ladha
Christina B. Larson
Laura J. Niles Foundation, Inc.
Joy Lehman
Lawrence and Peg Lessing
Robert and Penny Lieberberg
Justin and Sarah Lubeley
Mike and Gail Lubeley
Laurene Mahon
Christina Marsh
Maya Assurance Company
Chris McConnell
Jeffrey McKean
Nathan Mecham
Andrew Mendelson
Jim and Sandra Merli
Craig and Debra Messinger
Metzger-Price Fund, Inc.
Lewis and Karen Meyers
John Mosler
John and Sara Murphy  
National Basketball Association  
F. Barry and Kathleen Nelson  
Neuberger Berman  
David and Sharon Nightingale  
William and Elena Olin  
Fred and Lisa Orlan  
Samir Patel  
Greg Peitz  
People’s United Community Foundation  
Russell and Sandra Peppet  
Achilles Perry  
Mary Anne Pettit  
Paul and Tracy Posillico  
James and Madalyn Pucciarelli  
John and Cheryl Pufahl  
Courtney Quinlan  
Michael and Tammy Reisman  
Timothy and Cameron Rice  
The Richard D. Donchian Foundation  
Ridgewood Savings Bank  
James and Geri Roper  
Whitney Roper  
Robert Russo  
M. Caroline Sainpy  
Ellen Schubert  
Steven Semlitz and Cathy Glaser  
Imran Siddiqui  
Dan Smith  
Robert Stevenson  
Paul and Andrea Stohner  
Kenneth and Jean Telljohann  
The Timber Lake Foundation  
Two Sigma Investments  
Mr. James Vinci  
Nash Waterman  
David Wirdnam  
Howard Woronov  
Tony Yang  
Robyn Zivic  
Zurich American Insurance Company  

$500–$999  
A.R. and Marylouise Tandy Foundation  
Michael and Nancy Aboff  
Dorrie Ackerman  
Dominic and Alasia Amadiwochi  
American Camp Association  
Apptasy LLC  
Aronson Mayefsky & Sloan, LLP  
Kathleen M. Ashe  
Richard and Antoinette Bain  
Stephen Baird  
Marina Barg  
Bill Belitsky  
Michael and Mary Ann Bresnan  
The Brooks Foundation  
Craig and Mary Brundage  
Michael and Beverlee Cappeto  
Robert Cardone  
Ann Caruso  
Wendy Chapura  
Alexander M. Cook  
Leo and Lynn Corbett  
Edith Cosban-Iserman  
Martin and Franci Courage  
Scott and Ruth Coyne  
Caroline F. and Jason Craig  
Kenneth Craig  
Mang, Craine, & Mirabito Craine  
Denis and Linda Cronin  
Chris Curran  
D’Arcangelo & Co., LLP  
Daniel and Tzipora Cohen Charitable Fund  
Katherine DeFoyd  
Deutsche Bank  
Robert Dobson  
Judith Donahue  
M. Douglas and Jill Dunn  
Thomas Dzwilewski and Laurel Fleming Dzwilewski  
Anthony Edwards  
Lior and Sue Evan  
Jon Filardo  
Mark and Hilary Finnegan  
First Priority Bank  
Bill Fleming  
Tyler and Gretchen Fonda  
Max Forton  
Eve Goldman  
Barry Goldsmith  
Jeffrey Gordon  
Len and Barbara Gray  
Darren Haines  
Hamilton Community Chest  
Helix Systems  
Harmon Hoff and Eve Ann Shwartz  
Elizabeth Hubbard  
Edward and Judy Kafka  
Jeanne Kane-Zaykowski and Paul Zaykowski  
The Keefe Family  
Jack and Carol Keese  
Matthew Kesselhaut  
Kathleen Kinsella  
Barry and Beth Kirschner  
Agustin Krisnawahjeusa  
Alison Lazarus  
Michael Lefkowitz  
Anna Livschitz  
MacDougall Foundation  
Jeff Markowitz  
The Matson-Muth Charitable Fund  
Thomas and Margaret McGarrity  
David and Marjory Mckee  
Mark and Erika Melchiorre  
Merle Melvin  
Melvin & Melvin, PLLC  
Zeena Meurer  
Dwight Meyer  
Jason and Jennifer Meyers  
Merrill Miller  
Thomas Miller  
Patricia Murphy  
A. Quentin and Alicia Murray  
Lisa Nelson  
Wilbert O’Connor  
Dorothy Osborne  
Tope Owoyemi  
Anne Pliert and Tod Engelskirchen  
Poolville Country Store  
Presbyterian Women Old First Church  
Eric Price  
Adina Pusterla  
Marc and Margaret Richling  
Roberth Rojas-Davila  
Jared Roper
$500–$999 (continued)

Joshua Rosenbaum
Matt Saxe
Andrew and Gerri Schmitz
Joseph Sciarro
Kevin Signorelli
Silver Lake Technology Management, LLC
Heather Slowik Kwon

Christopher and Sarah Snow
Dean and Tara Spagnoli
Kenneth and Marilyn Sparks
James and Silvana Tabacchi
Stuart and Jill Tane
Stephen Taylor
Carolyn Todd
Anthony Tomaro
Charlie Towers

Christopher and Gillian Tucker
David Turetsky
Juan Uro
Andrew Wallack
Stephanie Weiner
Susan Wells
Ovita Williams
William and Erica Williams III
Bonnie Williamson

Jane Agar
Frank and Donna Andrea
Figen and Joey Annunziato
Anthony Antonelli
Baco Chenawah Bazaar Foundation
Nathan Bagnaschi
Bassas
Graeme Bath
Heidi Boyd
Shelley Brindle
Blaise Chow
Christine Cicone
Isalyis Claudio Claudio
Judi Clipping
Lawrence and Georgina Dake
Thomas F. Daly III
Mark and Kelly DeGennaro
Emme Deland
Venus Devnani McClelland
Joanne Dillon
Richard Dudley
Lee Dunst
Eddy and Lisa Eisenberg
Dorothy Elms and Douglas Brown
Laurie Endlar Lee
Elizabeth Fell
Joseph Feminella
Nadja Fidelia
Richard and Meg Fidgeon
Flour and Salt Bakery
Asa Foster
Sydney Friedman
Josh Friedman
Lawrence Gannon
Telma Garcia
Richard Gargano
Bill and Luisa Garry
Lenus Geofroy

Veer Gidwaney
Lynne Glassman
Michael and Christy Glynn
Debbie Golaszewski
Ethan Goldsmith
Hamilton Rotary Club
Steven and Nancy Hannick
James and Joan Harrington
Sprole and Susan Heaps
Curt Hendrix
Chris Henrichs
Ron and Kathy Henrichs
William Henson
Hugo Hernandez and Alicia Rivera
Lee Innocenti
Lauren Israel
Stephan Jaeger
Julie Johnson
Martin Johnson
Neil and Mary Joy
Daniel Kaminski
Sheryl Kantrowitz
Alice Kaplan
Wendy Kassel
Eileen Kavanagh
Mitch Klaif
Shekhar Kumar
Adam and Phyllis Kurzer
Matthew and Patricia Lambert
Janet Lambert
Angel Lau
Andrew Lee
Anthony and Jenna Leo
Larry and Beth List
Richard Lopez
Iain and Sydney Macinnis
Jessica and Scott Macintosh
Laura Mariano

Kathryn Matheson
Rusty and Peggy McCormack
Robin McKenna
Alan Milstein
Jung Min
Jillian Mizraji
Mary and Richard Molke
Wendy Moore
Joseph and Claire Moosbrugger
Anat Morad Drizlikh
Geoff Mullen
Tanya Nahoum
New York Central Mutual Fire Insurance Company
John Newman
Richard and Mary Nicklas
O’Brien’s General Store, Inc.
Akilah O’Connor
Gwendolyn O’Connor
Daniel Ollquist
Christina Park
Teresa Pena
Bradley and Johanna Pensyl
PIMCO
Poler Stuff
Turner and Susan Porter
Jacob and Adeena Pultman
Robert and Susan Quinn
Michael and Adrian Redmond
Craig and Patricia Rider
Kyla Romero
Christina Ronac
Keith and Frauke Roth
Bridget Rutherford
Bruce and Ronny Schrieber
Seven Oaks Clubhouse
Robert Shanfield
Yaakov Sheinfeld
Sherburne Earlville Teachers Association
Daniel Silvers
Aimee Skier and Jordan Mendal
Josiah Slotnick
Warren Spar
Paul and Mary Stasiuk
Matthew Stopnik
Edward and Milena Suarez
Greg and Kristen Susco
Swank Inc
The Village Cheese Shop North, Inc.
Maddy Thiel
Mercedes Vinciguerra
Michael Voelker
Bruce Wagner
Sally and Frank White
Peggy Williams
Jeffery and Linda Willis
Daniel and Linda Wren
Belkis Yousri

UP TO $249

Jenny Adler
Marie and Luke Adovasio
Sohil Aggarwal
Stephanie Alant
Alderman and Alderman
George and Geraldine Alger
Amazon Smile Foundation
Ameriprise Financial, INC.
Gregory Anastasio
Erika Andersen
Samantha Andersen
Eric Anderson
Janet Anderson
James Anim
Anonymous (2)
David Antonelli
Roberto Aponte
Rich and Carol April
Nathaly Arias
Prateek Arora
Kenneth and Susan Aschheim
Grace Ascolese
Jim and Bette Asselstine
Joseph and Emma Astman
Carlito Atkins
Andrew Averill
Liz Aylett
Monica C. Ayuen
John Backstron
Rosalia Baiamonte
Harold Bailey III
Michael Baker
Susan Bakst
Gail and Dennis Baldwin
Edward Barnett
Jacalyn F. Barnett
Matthew Barnett
Ellen Barrett
John and Candy Bartlett
Esther Basy
Royce Battleman
Adriana Bautista
Matt Bazard
Susan and David Beattie
Micheline Becker-Fluegel
Richard and Elizabeth Bedient
Megan Beecher
Jake and Lindsay Behan
Karyn and Ken Belanger
Ross Benes
Melissa Benjamin
Michael Benn
Jack Berenato
Anna Berent
Edward Berman
Joby Berman
V. David and Christine Bernardino
Mary Best
Steven and Diane Bianchi
David Bilkis
Bonnie Blanchard
James Bloom
Joshua Blosveren
BNY Mellon Community Partnership
BodnarMilone LLP
Richard Bohm
Sarah Bohnert
Trevor Boire
Janet Boller
Claudette Bollers
Erin Bomboy
Lawrence and Iris Borger
Lauren Borghard
Chelseay Boulos
Pat and Peter Boulukos
Stephen Brandt
Charles Brandt
Lindsay Brandt
Vincent Breitenbach
Mikhael Breiterman-Loader
Rae Brock
Carolyn Bronstein
Maximilian Browdy
Evan Brown
Kourtney Brown
Damian Brown
Carrie Brown
Scott Bruckmann
John and Rockette Brunetti
Quinton Buckley
Diana Burda
Scott Burns
Robert Burns
Margery G. Burstine
Matthew and Helene Byrnes
Gail Cabot
Cafe Press Inc.
Carla Callahan
Linda Campbell
Erica Campbell
Anita Campbell
Thoma Campisi
Susan Canada
Milton Carbarin
Beverly and James Carbonaro
Rey Carbonell
Steven and Carla Carlson
Sara Carman
Karen Carpenter
Susan and Ron Carr
Susan Caruso
Gordon Carver
Carmary Castillo
Catania Chiropractic PC
John and Debbie Cavanagh
Mitchell and Thandi Center
Michael Chaple
Murray Chernicoff
Alice Cheung
Al Chien
Kathryn E. Chism
Walter Choo
Megan Chusid
Hannah Clark
Christine Clemens
Clyman-Merrill Family Charitable Fund
Peter Cobos
Brian Cohen
Genna Cohen
Peggy Cohen
Rosemarie Colagiovanni
Kristen Coletta
Colgate Inn
James Collins
Gloria and Ray Colton
Kim Comart
Jody Comart
Dani Comart
Kathryn Conroy
Mary and Robert Cook
Deborah Cooper
Elana Cooper
Megan Corbet
David Corona
Richard and Linda Cote
Alison Cottrell
Timothy Cox
Kyla Croal
Jennings Culver
James and Lee Cunningham
Jasmine Dadlani
Michael and Nancy Dale
Peter and Margaret Darby
RJ David
Kelly Day
Cecile de Lardemelle
Libby De Leon
Brian De Leon
Richard and Barbara Decker
Daniel and Linda Delahanty
Christopher DeSalvo
Kan and Rekha Devnani
Carmelo Dibartolo
John and Lauren DiCerbo
Wesley Dick
Nicole Dickinson
John and Stacey Dilauro
Howard Dingle
Mary Lee Dinski
Scott and Jill Dinski
Carolyn Disbrow
Diane Discenza and Michael F. Connor
Greg Dolan
Hugo Dominique
UP TO $249 (continued)

Rosemary J and Paul Jaytanie
Peggy Jessup
Michelle Jimenez
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Kyle Johnson
Kyle Jones
Lloyd and Anne C. Jones
Drayton and Elizabith Jones
Cooper Jones
Andrew Joyce
Jadwiga Kaminski
Jennifer Kane
Emma Kane
John and Mary Alice Karam
Joan Karlin
Nicole Karpas
Rose Kavanagh
Andrea Kawakami
Jeremy Keehn
Sarah Keen
Linda Keever
Jeremy Kesselhaut
Arlene and Martin Kesselhaut
Kara and Thomas King
Doug and Julie Kirchner
Marc Klepner
John Ko
Alan Ko and Siew Fong Choo
Elizabeth Koehn
Joseph Koen
Julie and Craig Kokinakes LaBrocca
Mike and Mary Alice Kolodner
Michael Kopech
Robert Kopech and Michele Fabrizio
Katie and Eugene Kornel
Kriemhild Dairy Farms
Jayant Krishnan
Collin Kroeger
George M. and Madeleine B. Kuckel
Matt Kummell
Jacquelyn Kunhardt
Selma Kunitz
Nicholas Kyle
Scott Laffie
John and Mary Ann Lairdlaw
Netanel Lalehfar
Kevin and Janet Lambert
Crag and Catherine Lapham
Vicky Lapy
Margaret and Robert Larkin
Eric Larsen
Brian Laskin
Vincent Latronica
Matt Lavin
Jim Leach
Kevin Leahy
Brian Lee
Steven Lee
Samuel Leifer
Elizabeth Leonard
Nicole Lesser
Erez Levin
Benjamin Levine
Paul and Jennifer Levine
Daree Lewis
Eileen Liao
Arthur and Kathleen Liberman
Matthew Lino Lino
Julie Lippman
Adam Lipsky
Elinor Litwack
Ben Litwak
LMK Services Inc
Lori Lovelace
RuthAnn and Jim Loveless
Darcie and David Loveless
Kurt Lundberg
Dolores Lynch
Robert and Maria Lynn
Harrison Lyss
Mykel Macedon
Saori MacInnes
Greg Madormo
Silke Mahardy
Ashwin Maheshwari
Nick Malafronte
Laurie Mallach
Jason and Catharina Mallet
Jon Maloff
Greg and Sandy Maltzman
Jason Mandel
Fiona Mangan
Kailyn Mangrum
Matthew and Mary Catherine Manin
Olympi Mansher
Robert and Susan Margolies
Lauren Margulies
Paul and Valerie Marini
Ruth Markowitz
Philip Marmon-Halm
Cheryl Marmon-Halm
Timothy and Diane Marotz
David Marsh
M. Burton Marshall
Katty Martinez
Fred and Virginia Marty
Jamie Martzloff
Lauren Mastronardi
Jamie Pessin
Michael Petrucelli
Alice Phan
Tim Piechowski
Ellen Piechowski
Vanessa Pieri
Pilates on Fifth
Benjamin Pindar
Karen Pinkham
Chad Plotke
Steven and
Robert Plotycia
Adam Polay
James Polcari
Jordan Pollack
Marybeth and
Michael Pomeroy
Anne Pomeroy
Elizabeth Pomeroy
William Pomeroy
Mariano Portocarrero
Tara Post
Rob and Julie Potter
Elizabeth Prabhu
Danielle Praeger
Matthew Prince
Jacob Provost
Valentina Puleo
Steve and Patty Quinn
Aisha Quinones
Jagrit Rai
Scott Ralls
Henry Ramallo
Thomas Ravn
Rebecca Ray
Ray Brothers Barbeque
Rahul Razdan
Adam Reasoner
Wolfgang and Carol Rech
Keith Reichert
Philip and Beverly Reitz
John Rekoumis
Retired Toddlers
Marcus Ricciani
Graham and
Maudie Ritchie
Eloisa Rivera
Brenda Rivera
Tyrell Roberts
Corey Roberts and
Alex de Toth
Drake Robinson
Rosanny Rodriguez
Victoria Roe
Joseph and Lynne Romano
Soheil Roopani
Jennifer Rose
Josh Rosenberg
Nick Rosenberg
Alexander Ross
Marisa Ross
Naomi Roth
Richard Rotondo
Pat and Sue Ruddy
Sophie Rudolph
Ann Rudolph
Torie Runzel
Rusch’s Bar & Grill, LLC
Lila Rymer
Jamie and
Heather Sabatier
Josh Saccurato
Mali Saccurato
Kym Salley
Michael Sambus
Janett Sanchez
Rachel Sangalang
Savar Sareen
Paula Sarro
Devin Satterthwaite
Jonathan Saurez
Melinda Savino
Robert and
Jennifer Scalione
Tom and Julie Schaberg
Chelsea Schick
Paul and
Bette Schneiderman
Karl Schoendorf
Lisa Schoenfeld
Derek Schoenhofen
Katie Schubauer
Eric Schwartz
Elizabeth and
Thomas Schwartz
Julia Seelye
Dorthe Selda
Ronak Shah
Omid Sharifian
Nicole Sharma
Ira Shaw
Diana Shaw
Nael Sher
Derek Shillman
Cleva and Lori Shoemaker
Ananya Shukla
C. Daniel Shulman
Stacey Shurgin
Josh Siegler
Lisa and David Silverman
Laura Simmons
Alexander Simoes
Justin Singer
Ron Sion
Stephanie Skylas
William Smith
Carol Smith
David M. Sohn
Wei Song
Garrett Spain
OUR MISSION:
The Fiver Children’s Foundation is a comprehensive youth development organization that makes a 10-year commitment to children from underserved communities throughout New York City and central New York. Through character-building summer and year-round out-of-school time programs, Fiver empowers children to make ethical and healthy decisions, to become engaged citizens, and to succeed in school, careers, and life.

OUR HISTORY:
Fiver was founded in 1998 by Tom Tucker. Inspired by Richard Adams’ celebrated work of fiction, Watership Down, Tom named the organization after the character Fiver, a rabbit who foresees that his community is in danger. Fiver is not the biggest or strongest rabbit among his peers, but he is courageous, and leads them to a safe new home where they can thrive. Originally launched as a summer camp program in 2000, Fiver has since evolved to meet the needs of the youth we serve. Today, we are an award-winning, youth development organization serving approximately five hundred youth participants, twelve months a year, for ten years.